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Abstract: In this letter, we study the improvement that road-side stations can bring to the
multihop connectivity of inter-vehicle communication in a traffic stream. With a recursive
model of connectivity, we study impacts of different densities of road-side stations and different
positions of road-side stations for uniform or non-uniform traffic streams.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, more and more efforts have
been devoted to applying wireless communication
technologies to improve safety and operational
efficiency of transportation systems [1,2]. Especially
with the allocation of a block of spectrum from 5.850
to 5.925 GHz for Dedicated Short Range
Communications (DSRC) by US FCC, vehicle-tovehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
communications can be applied to relay various types
of information. Information propagated through such
road-side or on-board communication units would be
useful for location- and time-critical applications.
Such a vehicle infrastructure integration system can
be naturally applied to relay traffic-related messages
that are helpful for tackling transportation-related
problems. For example, based on V2V and V2I
communications, a so-called Autonet system is
proposed to form an autonomous, self-organizing,
transportation management, information, and control
system [3]. Such a system has potential to redefine
application domains of all existing intelligent
transportation systems technologies [4], including
Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS),
Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS),
Advanced Vehicle Control systems (AVCS),
Commercial Vehicle Operations (CVO), Advanced
Public Transportation Systems (APTS), and
Advanced Rural Transportation Systems (ARTS).
Therefore, to study and implement Vehicle
Infrastructure Integration (VII) has been one of the
major initiatives of the ITS Program in the US and
other countries [5].
A conceptual VII system is illustrated in
Figure 1. In such a system, information can be
exchanged among vehicles, traffic management
centers, various elements of road infrastructure
including traffic signals, message signs, bus stops,
and other safety hardware. In particular, a DSRC

enabled vehicle is capable of communicating with other
vehicles and road-side stations. We hereafter refer to
both V2V and V2I communications as IVC. That is, in
an IVC system, a proportion of vehicles and all roadside stations are assumed to have communication
capabilities. To improve performance of an IVC
system, proper wireless communication technologies in
both hardware and communication protocols have to be
developed, appropriate transportation applications have
to be identified, and the impacts of various traffic
information on drivers’ various choice behaviors have
to be understood. A fundamental problem of an IVC
system is to understand the impact of road-side stations
on its performance. This problem is related to practical
decisions on where to install road-side stations to best
improve the performance of the whole system. Among
many performances of a wireless network is the
multihop connectivity between two communication
nodes. In an IVC system, the connectivity between two
equipped vehicles or road-side stations is defined as the
probability of existing a multi-hop communication path
between them at a time instant [6].

Figure 1. An illustration of conceptual vehicle
infrastructure integration systems
In the literature, there are some studies on the
impact of road-side stations on driving safety [7] and
adaptive cruise control performance [8]. In [9], the
impacts of the distribution of road-side stations on the
connectivity of IVC system are studied with simulated
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data. In addition, there have been many studies on the
connectivity of IVC system. In [10,11,12], vehicle
movements are considered by using various traffic
simulators. In [13], a new framework of
instantaneous information propagation through IVC
was proposed, and the assumption of instantaneous
information propagation was supported by further
analysis in [14,15]. In these studies, however, no
road-side stations were included. That is, in literature,
there lacks systematic approaches to modeling the
multihop connectivity of an IVC system with roadside stations. In this paper, we attempt to develop a
model for evaluating impacts of road-side stations on
connectivity of an IVC system with similar
conceptual framework of [13]. In this model, in
addition to the distribution pattern of vehicles, market
penetration rate of wireless communication units in
vehicles, and transmission range, the distribution
pattern of road-side stations would significantly
affect the performance in connectivity of the IVC
system.
The rest of the article is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we introduce an analytical
model of an IVC system with road-side stations. In
Section 3, we analyze the connectivity of an IVC
system under different conditions. In Section 4, we
summarize our findings and present some
discussions.

2. AN ANALYTICAL MODEL OF
CONNECTIVITY OF IVC SYSTEMS
WITH ROAD-SIDE STATIONS
2.1 Conceptual framework
As shown in Figure 2, we consider a stream
of vehicles on a road link, besides which are some
road-side stations. In this system, all road-side
stations are capable of communicating. In the traffic
stream, the locations of all vehicles are
predetermined from observations or simulations, but
only a portion of vehicles are equipped with wireless
communication units. We assume whether a vehicle
is equipped or not follows a uniform distribution, and
the probability of each vehicle to be equipped is
  (0 1] . The transmission range of a wireless
communication unit is R . Further, in the traffic
stream, the first and last vehicles are assumed to be
equipped with wireless communication units. In this
study we attempt to calculate the probability for the
two vehicles to be connected through IVC. This is
equivalent to studying the probability for all equipped
vehicles in the whole traffic stream to be connected.

Figure 2. An inter-vehicle communication system with
road-side stations
To formulate the problem mathematically, we
introduce the following conceptual framework. Since
such an IVC system is symmetric for two directions of
information propagation, we only consider the positive
direction of the x -axis. Further, we assume there are
S road-side stations along the traffic stream. We
denote the connectivity between the first and last
equipped vehicles of the traffic stream as  , which is
also called the connectivity of the whole traffic stream.
We can divide the whole traffic stream into S  1 substreams at road-side stations. In sub-stream s
( s  0 S ), we label vehicles as ( s i ) , where

i  0, , K s increases in the direction of x -axis. In

this notation system, the first vehicle in the traffic
stream is (0 0) , road-side station s ( s  1 S ) is

( s  1 K s 1 ) and ( s 0) since it is both the end of
sub-stream s  1 and the start of sub-stream s , and the
last vehicle in the traffic stream is ( S  K S ) . Here
K s  1 ( s  0 S ) is the number of vehicles in
sub-stream s .

As we know, R ,  , distribution of vehicles
in a traffic stream, and distribution of road-side stations
can all affect the connectivity of the traffic stream,  .
In the following, we will develop a model of the
connectivity with these parameters.

2.2 An analytical model of connectivity
We first study the connectivity of sub-stream

s ,  s , which equals the connectivity between ( s 0)
and ( s K s ) for

s  0 S . Since there are no road-

side stations within a sub-stream, the problem becomes
the same as that studied in [14,15]. We can obtain the
connectivity  s with the analytical model in [14] or the
Monte Carlo simulation model in [15].
We introduce an analytical model for
computing the connectivity of a sub-stream with
vehicles 0 to K . We first split the sub-stream into cells
as follows: All vehicles within the transmission range
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of, but not including, the information source, i.e.
vehicle 0, belong to cell 1 ; all vehicles within the
transmission range of, but not including, any vehicle
in cell c belong to cell c  1 . Without loss of
generality, we only consider the communication
manner of “most forwarded within range” [14]. That
is, we denote information source as node 0, and the
farthest vehicle that node h can communicate with
in a hop is node h  1 . Here k denotes the farthest
downstream vehicle within the transmission range of
vehicle k , and k* the farthest upstream vehicle.
*

Then the node probability, i.e., the probability for
vehicle k to be node h , and the end node
probability, i.e., the probability for vehicle k to be
node h and node h to be the last node in a
communication chain, are denoted by P ( k  h ) and

P( k  h ) , respectively. In addition, we denote
Q( j, k ; h) as the probability of the joint event of
( j; h  1) , for vehicle j to be node h  1 , and
(k ; h) , for vehicle k to be node h . That is,
Q( j, k ; h) is the probability for a hop from node
( j; h  1) to node (k ; h) . Based on the analysis of
the regulatory properties of the so-called mostforwarded-within-range
communication
chains
spanning over cells, regressive models of node or end
node probabilities can be written as follows [14].
First, we have P (0;0)  1 , since the information
source is always node 0 in our model. Since node h
has to be the end of a hop from node h  1 to node
h , we have the following relationship between node
and hop probabilities
k 1

P ( k ; h)   Q ( j , k ; h )

(1)

j  k*

Further, hop probability can be computed recursively
as follows:
k 1


*
Q (k , l ; h  1)   P (k ; h)   Q ( j , k ; h)   k l
j
l

*



(2)
 1   . Then node h is the end node if it
cannot be the start of a hop to node h  1 . Thus end
where 

node probabilities can be written as

P ( k  h)  P ( k  h) 

k

 Q(k  i h  1)

(3)

i  k 1

Further, the probability for vehicle k to an
end node regardless of the number of hops is defined
as

P ( k )   P ( k  h ) , the probability for
h

information to travel to or beyond vehicle k is

s (k )   P(i ) , and the connectivity of the subik

stream can be obtained as

 ( K )  s ( K* ) ,

(4)

since vehicles 0 and K are connected if and only if
information can travel to or beyond the farthest
upstream vehicle of K , i.e., vehicle K* . The
analytical model has been cross-validated with a Monte
Carlo simulation model developed in [15]. In these
studies, however, no road-side stations have been
incorporated in the model. In this paper, we attempt to
extend the model for the scenario when road-side
stations are placed along a traffic stream with equipped
vehicles.
In an IVC system, road-side stations could
serve as gateways for vehicles to communicate with
transportation authorities or connect to a broader
network such as internet. In addition, road-side stations
would be critical to encourage the adoption of IVC by
individual drivers or car companies, since it is expected
to take years to have a market penetration rate so that
V2V communications become useful even when IVC
has been shown to be feasible with current
communication technologies [3]. That is, road-side
stations could help to extend the communication
distance and improve multihop connectivity of IVC.
Here we propose a model of multihop
connectivity of IVC in a traffic stream and attempt to
quantify the benefit of introducing road-side stations
along the traffic stream. First, we divide the traffic
stream into more than one sub-streams at road-side
stations. Then we can observe the following property
on its connectivity: The whole traffic stream is
connected if and only if all the sub-streams are
connected. That is,

   0 1  S

(5)

for a traffic stream with S sub-streams. This property
can be explained as follows. If the first and last vehicles
are connected, there exists at least one communication
path between them. Then any road-side station between
them is either a node of the communication path or not.
For a road-side station not being a node of the
communication path, there must exist a hop connecting
two nodes on its two sides, and we can break the hop
into two with the road-side station as an extra node.
That is, all sub-streams are connected. On the other
hand, if all sub-streams are connected, we can obtain a
communication path between the first and last vehicles
by connecting all communication paths in the substreams. In this sense, the connectivity of the whole
traffic stream is the joint probability for all sub-streams
to be connected; i.e.,    0 1  S .
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In Figure 3, we summarize the algorithm for
computing connectivity of IVC in a traffic stream
with road-side stations. In this algorithm, we first
divide the traffic stream into a number of sub-streams
at road-side stations, then compute the connectivity
of each sub-stream, and finally compute the
connectivity of the whole traffic stream with
Equation 5.

can observe a discontinuity at 200 m: for vehicles
within the transmission range of the information source,
their connectivity is perfect 1; for a vehicle just outside
of the transmission range, its connectivity is 1   ,
which is the probability when none of the 36 vehicles
within the transmission range is equipped with a
wireless communication unit. Similarly, the other
curves have a shape of staircase, since all vehicles
within the downstream transmission range of a roadside station share the same connectivity to the
information source. Note that, if we place road-side
stations every 200 m or less apart, we expect to have
perfect connectivity along the traffic stream.
36
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Figure 3. A flow-chart of the algorithm for
computing connectivity of an IVC system with roadside stations

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we study the connectivity of
an IVC system with road-side stations under various
conditions. In these studies, we assume that 10% of
all vehicles are equipped with wireless
communication units; i.e.,   0.1 . The
transmission range of all equipped vehicles and roadside stations is 200 m.
3.1 Impact of densities of road-side stations
We consider a uniform traffic stream with
traffic density of 180 veh/km and length of 10 km. In
Figure 4, the solid line demonstrates the connectivity
between two equipped vehicles at different distances
without any road-side stations installed. The dashed,
dotted, and dash-dotted lines show the connectivity
when nine, 19, and 39 road-side stations are evenly
distributed along the traffic stream, respectively. That
is, in the latter three scenarios, two consecutive roadside stations are D=1000, 500, and 250 m apart,
respectively. From this figure, we can see that roadside stations can improve connectivity of a traffic
stream and more road-side stations yield better
performance. From the solid curve for the case
without road-side station along the traffic stream, we
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Figure 4. Impacts of densities of road-side stations on
connectivity
3.2 Impact of positions of road-side stations
We first consider a uniform traffic stream from
x=0 to x=2000 m with density of 180 veh/km. Here we
only install one road-side station along the traffic
stream. Figure 5 shows the connectivity of the traffic
stream for different positions of the road-side station.
From the figure, we can see that, as expected, there is
no improvement in connectivity when the road-side
station is too close to two end points. The discontinuity
in the connectivity can be explained similarly as in the
preceding subsection. However, it is quite counterintuitive that there are two best positions for the roadside station that are on the verge of the transmission
range (200 m) of the first and last vehicles. Since the
problem is totally symmetric, we expected the best
position to install the road-side station would be the
middle point.
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4. CONCLUSION
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Figure 5. Connectivity of a uniform traffic stream for
different positions of a road-side station
Due to the existence of various bottlenecks
in a road network, such as lane-drops, merging and
diverging junctions, traffic signals, traffic conditions
are generally not uniform. Therefore, it is important
to consider the impact of road-side stations on the
multihop connectivity for vehicles in non-uniform
traffic. Since the model proposed in section 2 is
applicable for any distribution patterns of vehicles,
we are able to study the impact of road-side stations
for any traffic scenarios. As an example, here we
consider a piecewise uniform traffic stream from x=0
to x=2000 m with density of 180 veh/km for the first
quarter, 100 veh/km for the second, 200 veh/km for
the third, and 150 veh/km for the fourth. Figure 6
demonstrates connectivity of the traffic stream when
installing only one road-side station at different
locations along the traffic stream. From the figure,
we can see that better improvement in connectivity is
obtained when the road-side station is installed along
the sparser traffic.
0.3

In this paper, we first presented an analytical model for
the multihop connectivity of an IVC system formed by
a stream of vehicles and road-side stations. We then
studied the impacts of road-side stations on the
multihop connectivity for different distribution patterns
of road-side stations and different traffic conditions.
From the numerical studies, we find that, as expected,
road-side stations can help relay information in an IVC
system and have the following impacts on the
performance of an IVC system:
(1)
The larger the density of road-side stations, the
more improvement in the connectivity.
(2)
Different locations of road-side stations
relative to a traffic stream can yield different levels of
improvement in connectivity. In particular, it is better to
deploy road-side stations along less congested traffic.
This is consistent with the observation that sparse
traffic is the communication bottleneck of an IVC
system. For a particular road network, the best locations
of road-side stations can be calculated with the
proposed model.
In addition to considerations in performance,
economic constraints should also be considered when
deploying road-side stations, since available budget
would limit the number of road-side stations and may
yield sub-optimal results. In this case, the analytical
model is still helpful for estimating IVC performance
for different economic scenarios. In this sense, the
proposed model can be used to design a system with an
economically reasonable number of road-side stations
and with acceptable performance. Due to its high
computational efficiency compared with simulationbased approaches, this model would be especially
helpful, should some emergency vehicles with wireless
communication capabilities be deployed in field to
resume or improve inter-vehicle communication when
disasters like earthquakes knock off other
communication systems.
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In the future, we will look into deployment
strategies of road-side stations for a road network and
how road-side stations would affect performances of
IVC in terms of communication throughput,
communication network stability, etc. We will also be
interested in how road-side stations would affect
drivers’ driving and route-choice behaviors.
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